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SUBMISSION TO THE  SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE ABORIGINAL FLAG 
 

It's our view that cracking the code on how to have a powerful symbol available for use by the public                    
at large, and protecting the artistic rights of Harold Thomas is the design challenge at play. 
 
AIME has seen the power of the flag to inspire and unite people, the power to bring strength to                   
people, and the power to open up the story of Aboriginal people to the world. 
 
The pendulum may have swung a little too far when groups like ours are locked out of using the flag. 
 
What we'd propose is: 

1. Licence available for use of the image for 10 year terms - open to Corporations (Aboriginal &                 
Torres Strait Islander) (CATSI) Act organisations and other organisations that can           
demonstrate that any use of the image that will generate a return of income, will go towards                 
the advancement of Aboriginal people in Australia. 
 

2. The challenge for mainstream organisations to have to request a licence is fair and we think                
there is the opportunity to pull a lever that can challenge organisations, from sporting codes,               
to fashion lines, to say - “well what do you do to advance             
Aboriginal people?” If the image is simply used for profit for           
non-Indigenous entities, then that ain't part of the mixer.  
 

3. We think this current moment presents a unique storytelling         
opportunity and would propose a national campaign as part of          
Australia Day/Survival Day to explore a new flag, like what Lily           
Tranby did in Year 2 a few years ago with this design pictured             
here. 

 
 
In relation to my statement to the committee that AIME received           
correspondence from WAM, our team informed me that AIME has never received anything directly              
addressed to us, however there was a generic correspondence sent out en masse last year to printers                 
and resellers from legal representatives of WAM stating they were now the licensee of the copyright                
owner. We no longer have a copy of that letter.  
 
Jack Manning-Bancroft 
AIME Founder & Head of Design 
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